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Collecting big data from e-learning is already a fact. Huge opportunities open up for
learning analytics to deeply understand and effectively optimize the process of teach-
ing and learning. At the same time, large amounts of data require more time, efforts
and resources to extract useful information from them. This paper presents a research
proposing a model of a learning analytics system aiming through advances in big data
visualization methods to facilitate data interpretation and assist timely and accurate de-
cision making. The study describes an architectural model called eAnalytics. It consists
of three main components: Data sources connection, Data management and Learning
analytics visualization. The last component provides a choice of three methods for visu-
alizing analytics: via a ready-to-use virtual dashboard, via a virtual dashboard template,
or by composing personalized analytics. The paper depicts the prototyping of the model
and its validation by conducting two types of testing: for functional compliance and by
applying “Think aloud” protocol. Finally, important conclusions are drawn and some
directions for future work are outlined.
Keywords: Learning Analytics, Big Data, visualization, education
CCS Concepts:
• Information Systems∼Information Systems
• Applications∼Decision Support Systems∼Data Analytics

1. Introduction

In today’s world of information technology and big data, learning and teaching
are driven by data and benefit from all their advantages. Analyzing big data brings
with it great potentials, but in order to unleash them, users need first of all be able
to interpret the results, to extract useful information from them and to use it. To
enable these data to “speak” quickly and clearly to decision makers, they must be
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properly visualized. This research explores how big data visualization can address
challenges in modern education.

The focus of traditional education is the average learner, which increases the risk
that at some point the choice of learning materials, teaching methods, assessment of
knowledge to be designed for a ‘non-existent’ learner. Modern education therefore
faces a number of challenges and issues: Can learning be customized? Can each
learner follow his/her own individual curriculum adapted to the starting level, pace
of learning, progress and specific needs? Can the learner’s performance be predicted
and efforts directed to the areas in which the student is struggling? Can the learner’s
interest be provoked and kept by responding to personal needs? How can learning
be more effective and useful? How to evaluate in what direction to develop/improve
teaching materials?

These questions can be answered by learning analytics (Learning Analytics,
LA), formally defined in 2011 as “the measurement, collection, analysis and report-
ing of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and
optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs“1.

According to Siemens [12] the use of LA could (1) reduce the number of dropouts
by identifying at-risk students early and notifying teachers, (2) customize the learn-
ing process and content so that each learner receives resources according to his/her
current knowledge, (3) notify teachers in a timely manner which learners need addi-
tional support and which teaching practices have the greatest impact, (4) contribute
to the design of high-quality learning, (5) create interactive visualizations of complex
information that will help find answers quickly, etc.

Modern learning is served by Learning Management Systems (LMS), which
in addition to learning materials provide technological instruments for collecting
and storing information about the user’s activity. Within an educational institu-
tion, more than one learning systems can be used to serve learning process, specific
courses, work on projects and tasks. Sometimes learning needs the use of specific
tools and environment covering its particular requirements. Often, entire courses
are conducted on platforms outside the administrative control of the primary edu-
cational institution. In order to provide a meaningful answer to the questions posed
at the beginning, learning analytics from all systems supporting learning must be
collected and analyzed as a whole.

In a systematic literature review for the period 2000–2017, published in spe-
cialized visualization and learning analytics journals [15], the authors conclude that
(1) there are relatively few tools for visual analysis of learning analytics, (2) for
visualization of learning analytics still mostly uses traditional statistical data rep-
resentation techniques such as bar and dot plots, and (3) there is a lack of studies
that go deeper into educational theories while applying more sophisticated advanced
visualizations.

This paper describes the final part of a larger research with the aim to design a
LA system in which modern visualization methods outline the ways to increase the
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effectiveness of e-learning and support learners, teachers and managers of educational
institutions in making the right decisions at the right time. It starts with (1) a short
overview of the previous studies and their results; (2) proposes an architectural
model of the target LA visualization system; (3) describes the prototyping of the
model, and (4) its experimental validation; (5) finally, conclusions and directions for
future works are outlined.

2. The previous steps of the study

The main research began with two studies described in this section: (1) to
explore and systematize the reports that users (learners, educators, and managers)
expect to find and use in LA section of LMS, and (2) to explore and analyze the
visualizations of those reports that users find most intuitive and easy to read.

The first study presents experts’ opinion on the use of big data to benefit
learning by creating learning analytics in the LMS [8]. Its aim is to derive the main
requirements on which to concentrate system development efforts.

The Group Concept Mapping [6] method was used to gather expert opinion and
analyze the data. The study involved 30 professionals from the Faculty of Math-
ematics and Informatics, the Faculty of Education and the Centre of Information
Society Technologies of Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”, philologists, science
teachers, PhD students and undergraduates. The focus question in response to which
experts had to brainstorming ideas, was “In Learning Analytics (LA) of LMS I would
like to have reports for . . . ”. As a result, 85 expert suggestions for reports were syn-
thesized for the learning analytics part of the LMS. The collected ideas were then
processed by multi-dimensional scaling and hierarchical cluster analysis and were
grouped into eight clusters, representing the categories of reports that LMS users
expect to find in the LA section: (1) Teacher evaluation (19 reports); (2) Student
evaluation (17 reports); (3) Grades (7 reports); (4) Course Feedback (6 reports);
(5) LMS Reports (6 reports); (6) Student Support (9 reports); (7) Student Activity
(12 reports), and (8) Course Management (9 reports).

Each proposed report is rated on usefulness/significance and applicability/feas-
ibility and visualized in go-zone diagrams that divide the area into four zones accord-
ing to the average values of both criteria. In addition, these charts allow filtering
the results by role: manager, teacher, and student. Thus, on the one hand, it is
able to see the reports that each role has prioritized, and on the other hand, the
intersections, i.e. the reports that need to be developed for the LMS users in all
roles. The first version of the LA visualization system is supposed to implement the
reports that are rated above average by the experts on both criteria.

The second study [9] reveals the experts’ vision of which visualizations allow
these large volumes of data to be read and perceived most quickly and accurately.
The results of it form the basis of the learning analytics visualizations that were
implemented.
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This study involved experts with different background, experience and LMS
role, related to Sofia University. Participants filled out an online survey “Data visu-
alization in LMS” sharing their professional opinion on which visualizations present
the most appropriately and accurately data in the main types of reports. The list
of reports for the LA section of the LMS defined in the previous study was further
analyzed in terms of data types and the purpose of their visualization: composition,
comparison, linkage or disaggregation. In accordance with Abela’s classification [1],
12 main data types were extracted for illustration. For each of them, a section was
defined in the questionnaire with a brief description of what type of data is expected
to be visualized, for whom and for what purpose. From two to six sample visual-
izations were proposed for a score from 1 (inappropriate) to 5 (appropriate). Each
section ended with an opportunity for comments and new ideas.

The collected data were processed, analyzed and categorized according to the
system roles of the respondents in order to propose virtual dashboards with visual-
izations that would satisfy the largest possible number of LMS users.

3. The eAnalytics model

This section describes an architectural model of a learning analytics visualiza-
tion system called eAnalytics. The purpose of LA visualization system model is to
meet as much as possible the requirements of users using the LMS in the three main
roles: student, teacher or manager of an educational institution.

3.1. Users and roles

eAnalytics recognizes several default system roles, which are granted different
permissions on the available functions.

Manager. Designed for the institution’s management team to derive analytics on
both learner and educator participation in a course, overall performance, and
student opinion and evaluation of their instructors.

Teacher. Designed for lecturers to monitor the overall conduction of a course, to
observe the individual performance of each learner, to create a complex anal-
yses of student performance.

Student. A role for learners to monitor their performance, successes and weaknesses
and receive feedback on how to improve their own performance.

Administrator. He is responsible for the installation, configuration and manage-
ment of the system, is granted full access.

The system allows new roles to be defined if necessary with appropriate rights
delegated to them.
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3.2. Components of the system

eAnalytics is a web-based system with a hub architecture between connected
learning systems that stores data on teaching, learning and learning management
processes to give a holistic view of learner progress. Collecting more data for more
accurate evaluation is realized by merging data from multiple learning analytics
sources. Using APIs, the system connects to different LMSs and databases and uses
metadata to describe which analytics they will provide.

The system consists of three main components: (1) Data sources connection
component, (2) Data management component, and (3) LA visualization component.

• Data sources connection component is responsible for providing connec-
tion and access to the sources according to the specific user, his roles and
permissions in the respective LMS. The metadata for this access are stored in
the system and are used to retrieve data from it (Figure 1). The main unit to
which data are associated is a course in the LMS. When a trigger event occurs
this component notifies the user and performs an update of connection and
metadata. The component, on the other hand, periodically updates the data
that are retrieved from LMS and are visualised in the eAnalytics dashboard.

Figure 1. Data sources connection component

• Data management component wich includes three modules: (1) metadata
module, (2) data processing module, and (3) local repository.

a) Metadata module. Once metadata are extracted and associated relation-
ships described, this module builds a hierarchical metadata model struc-
tured by system role, course access, and data provided (Figure 2). The
basic unit into which metadata are grouped in eAnalytics is a course, and
the access to analytics depends on the user’s role in the system.
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Figure 2. Metadata structure in model

b) Data processing module. For some of the analytics, mainly related to com-
bining data from different sources, additional processing is required in the
system itself. eAnalytics offers a set of standard formulas, mathematical
and statistical functions for data processing and transformation, for text
analysis, for data parameterization.

c) Local repository. Extractions from big data can be imported and stored in
local storage. Such can be used when the data transmission from the source
to the system does not need to be implemented in real time. In such cases
CSV or XLSX files can be exported from and imported into system.

When the Metadata module receives a report data request, it considers whether
to query the local repository or the relevant LMS via Data sources connection
component. If the data are sourced externally (the relevant LMS), extracts
from them may or may not be copied to the local repository. The data retrieved
are passed to the Date Processing module for handling, and then forwarded to
the LA visualization component to be displayed in the dashboard (Figure 3).

• Learning analytics visualization component provides a choice of several
methods for visualizing analytics: (1) via a ready-to-use virtual dashboard,
(2) via a virtual dashboard template, or (3) by composing personalized ana-
lytics. In the first method, the virtual dashboard contains information about

Figure 3. Data management component
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Figure 4. LA visualization component

the data sources and can be shared in a view-only or editable manner. The
second option enables the user to select/specify the data sources themselves
in order to obtain the corresponding visualizations. The resulting dashboard
remains in the user’s profile. The third option directly links to a custom an-
alytics composition screen where the data sources must first be selected, then
the data itself, and finally the visual objects that will represent the data. Based
on the selected data types, “appropriate” visualizations will be recommended,
but the final choice is left to the user (Figure 4).

Visualization via a ready-to-use virtual dashboard. The virtual dash-
board that the user accesses is completely ready to use. Its main advantage is that
it does not require any additional settings, nor knowledge of the data structures and
the relationships between them. Its content varies depending on the system role of
the user. If a user has more than one role assigned, he/she can choose which one to
take at any given time.

The dashboard consists of eight sections corresponding to the LA categories
described in part 2: (1) Teacher Evaluation, (2) Learner Activity, (3) Learner Eval-
uation, (4) Course Management, (5) Grades, (6) Student Support, (7) LMS Report,
and (8) Course Feedback. The list of analytics reports and visualizations in each
category varies depending on the current role and expert perspective on selecting
visualizations.

When the dashboard is opened, the LA visualization component calls the Data
management component and, via the Metadata module, extracts the expected data
from which LMS they should be extracted. The Data source connection component
queries the relevant LMSs “on behalf of the given user” and receives the requested
data in response. It combines the received data from all the requested LMSs and
passes them to the Data processing module. If necessary, these data are stored to
the local storage. The resulting data are presented with appropriate visualizations
and are displayed on the dashboard of the respective user.

The LA visualization component allows switching between the default visual-
izations developed for different roles, as well as reflecting the settings in the user’s
profile. Additionally, options are provided to filter the data and export the results
in tabular and/or graphical format.
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Visualization via virtual dashboard template. The template is structured
as a ready-to-use virtual dashboard, contains all the analytics and the appropriate
visualizations for them, keeps the metadata model and the relationships between
them, but has no connectivity to specific data sources and the local repository is
empty. In order to visualize analytics, the template must first be associated with data
sources. Then, the data sources connection component and the metadata module
complete and update the metadata. This is followed by extracting, processing the
data and displaying the relevant analytics in the virtual dashboard.

This visualization method has a number of advantages. The virtual dashboard
is versatile, it can work with different sources that support the same data model.
For eAnalytics, this means that developed for one specific institutional unit, it can
be applied to multiple similar.

Visualization via composing personalized analytics. Creating a per-
sonalized virtual dashboard allows the user to define which analytics they want to
include and which visualizations to use for them. The personal virtual dashboard is
created in the following sequence of actions in the system: (1) selecting data from
the metadata module, (2) selecting visualizations, (3) customizing parameters.

The data that are provided to compose analytics are described clearly and
intuitively in the system and give a precise idea of what information they include.
They can be accessed from different perspectives: student data, faculty data, course
data.

Each user can personalize the layout of the system for his profile. The admin-
istrator role defines the global layout settings for the entire system.

3.3. Mobility, security and ethics

No matter if users are connecting from a desktop, laptop, tablet or smart-
phone, the analytics reports are offered/adapted in the best possible format for the
respective device. The system is available via Android and iOS apps.

In order to reduce the risk of vulnerability in the storing sensitive data, the
model presumes addressing the relevant LMS only upon request and for retrieving
only the requested data provided per selected account. When results need to be
published to third parties, data are anonymized.

The model envisages the application of a code of ethics, in accordance with the
requirements of the organization that will use the relevant learning analytics system
and the rules to be published explicitly in the system.

4. Prototype implementation

This section presents the work on prototyping the LA visualization system. An
implementation of the model is demonstrated for system role manager and ready-to-
use virtual dashboard for the category “Teacher Evaluation” (Figure 5). A dashboard
template that can be used repeatedly afterwards is also created in the prototype.
The template stores information about the data model, the visualizations created in
it, but does not contain specific data.
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Figure 5. The implementation of model

4.1. Choosing a tool for dashboard implementation

There are a number of modern technologies and tools for visualizing big data
increasingly penetrating the field of education. Some of them offer an easy and
user-friendly interface, others require considerable technological and programming
knowledge. Some of these tools are closely dedicated to particular types of visual-
izations, e.g., geographic maps, others provide a variety of styles and are open to
adding new ones.

For developing an LA visualization system, a good starting point was to choose
a relevant off-the-shelf platform that best meets the requirements derived in the
previous studies, mentioned in Part II. Available technological environments were
analyzed and evaluated according to the following criteria:

• Set of visualizations. On the one hand, the platform should offer a rich set
of ready-to-use and customizable visualizations, on the other hand, the user
should be able to easily create their own or import ones shared from an external
environment;

• Data sources. The platform should allow connection to more than one data
source in order to combine, analyze and visualize data from more than one
LMS;

• Real-time data visualization;
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• User-friendly interface. The user should be able to easily and quickly add new
visualizations without requiring special IT skills;

• Mobile version. Users must be able to access the system at any time and from
any location;

• Price-quality ratio;

• Reliability;

• Sharing and use of the virtual dashboard.

In 2022, the leading research company Gartner published a report [5] evalu-
ating 20 analytics and business intelligence (BI) platform providers. This type of
platform, according to Gartner’s definition, provide the ease and convenience for the
user to “analyze, explore, share and manage data”, enable him to visualize his own
and discover others’ insights, often based on artificial intelligence. In this study, the
platforms were evaluated according to the following criteria: (1) security; (2) man-
agement; (3) cloud analytics, (4) connecting data sources; (5) data preparation;
(6) catalogue; (7) automated insights; (8) data visualization; (9) natural language
query; (10) data storytelling, (11) natural language generation, and (12) sharing.
The rating is based on all published reviews, with older ratings halving every 12
months.

Based on these, Gartner defines its “magic quadrant” in which companies are
categorized as “leaders”, “challengers”, “visionaries”, and “niche players”. For 2022
(Figure 6), the leadership position in combining vision and providing value is occu-
pied by Microsoft. Power BI, combined with Azure and Office 365, offer a visual-
based presentation of data, advanced analytics, and interactive virtual dashboards.
The next position is occupied by Tableau and Qlik.

Figure 6. Evaluation of analytics and business intelligence platforms
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Microsoft Power BI

Microsoft Power BI2 is one of the leading tools for data visualization and busi-
ness intelligence. It is a collection of applications, data connectors and software
services that connect data from different sources, process it and create visual re-
ports.

Well-known users of Power BI are companies such as Hewlett-Packard, Nokia,
RedHat, Heathrow Airport, etc. Among the educational institutions that use Power
BI as a primary tool for learning analytics are University of Waterloo (Canada),
Southern New Hampshire University (USA), Jacksonville University (USA), Uni-
versity of Surrey (UK), etc. According to InfoCluch3 statistics, 4.4% of Microsoft
Power BI customers are in higher education.

Power BI supports over 500 data sources, including file formats such as XLSX,
XML, JSON, PDF, SharePoint, etc., databases such as SQL, MySQL, Oracle, Ama-
zon Redshift, etc., Power Platform products such as Power BI datasets, Power BI
dataflows, etc., the Azure cloud platform, online services such as GitHub, Salesforce,
Asana, etc.

Power BI provides the ability to build interactive virtual dashboards by updat-
ing data in real time. For convenience, it offers pre-defined dashboard templates as
Software as a Service (SaaS). Ensures secure and reliable connections to cloud data
sources and allows natural language query definition.

Power BI offers ready-to-use almost all popular classic visualizations with cus-
tomizability. A community has been established where custom visualizations are
shared for free. Visualizations can be programmed using Python or R scripts. The
local application has an English version.

Tableau

Tableau4 is one of the most popular visual analytics and business intelligence
platforms. Among its users are well-known companies such as Pfizer, BMW Group,
Nissan, Splunk, Lenovo, universities such as University of Texas at Austin (USA),
University of Kentucky (USA), Florida International University (USA) and others.
Some institutions related to higher education management are conducting research
on its use in achieving the sustainable development goals [3].

Tableau imports data in various file formats, e.g., CSV, JSON, XML, XLSX,
etc., works with relational and non-relational databases such as PostgreSQL, MySQL,
SQL Server, MongoDB, etc., accepts data from cloud systems such as AWS, Oracle
Cloud, Google BigQuery, Microsoft Azure. It processes data in real time. It can
combine two or more heterogeneous big data sources, including data warehouses,
data marts, text files, tables, three-dimensional data (data cubes), without requir-
ing prior integration [10]. Interactive dashboards [2] can be created without requiring

2Microsoft Power BI, https://powerbi.microsoft.com
3Microsoft Power BI Customers List. InfoClutch, https://www.infoclutch.com/installed-

base/business-intelligence-software/microsoft-power-bi/#counts-by-industry, 2022
4Tableau Software, https://public.tableau.com

https://powerbi.microsoft.com
https://www.infoclutch.com/installed-base/business-intelligence-software/microsoft-power-bi/#counts-by-industry
https://www.infoclutch.com/installed-base/business-intelligence-software/microsoft-power-bi/#counts-by-industry
https://public.tableau.com
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significant programming knowledge and effort for fast and compact data viewing.
The story telling feature allows the creation of an electronic presentation that can
be used to navigate through the data to tell an entire story.

In comparative study of data visualization tools in big data analysis for business
intelligence published in 2022 in the international journal IJRASET is reported that
Tableau performs “complex table calculations can be performed more rapidly with
scripting languages such as R and Python” [12].

Qlick

QlikView and its successor QlikSense5 are data analytics and visualization tools
that allow the user to import data from a variety of sources, and based on busi-
ness intelligence, discover patterns in the data, create analytics solutions and virtual
dashboards [4]. Well-known universities share their experience with QlikView include
University of Maryland College (USA), Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences
(Netherlands), Saint Joseph University (USA), Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University
(XJTLU) (China) and others. An experimental study on the use of Qlik’s social
analytics products, and in particular Qlik Analytics, shows that Qlik can be suc-
cessfully applied in educational institutions to collect learner and trainer statistics,
success stories, and thus help learners grow, prepare them for better outcomes in
the future [4]. Qlik supports connectors for linking to over 32 data sources, such as
Amazon S3, Azure, Facebook Insights, Google Analytics, Twitter, and more. Offers
traditional interactive charts with customization options. Emoji insertion is possible
if programmed. Creating a unique dashboard requires programming. Advantages
of QlikView are easy and user-friendly interface, impressive color visualizations, and
hassle-free support.

Based on a rigorous analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the virtual
dashboard tools the choice was made to use Microsoft Power BI platform to create
the prototype, as it covers the most of the described platform selection criteria.

4.2. Data and metrics used in the prototype

The prototype of the model is implemented on a real problem with the process-
ing and visualization of large volumes of data related to the students’ feedback in
the courses at Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”.

At the end of each academic term at Sofia University (SU) a course evaluation
survey is conducted, through which students give feedback on the courses they have
studied, the attendance of classes, the work of their lecturers and assistants, share
their opinions and recommendations. In this questionnaire, students’ rate on a
scale of 1 (negative, disagree) to 5 (positive, completely agree) or yes/no/cannot
decide the performance of lecturers and teaching assistants – whether they present
the teaching material in an accessible way, whether they encourage students and
stimulate creative thinking, whether they hold regular classes, whether students

5QlikSense, https://www.qlik.com

https://www.qlik.com
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approve teaching methods, whether students would recommend the course to their
colleagues. Each of the questions is evaluated with a certain weight and according
to a regulated by SU formula forms part of the teacher’s attestation evaluation. So
far, the results of this questionnaire have been processed manually and this made it
difficult to analyze and extract meaningful information.

The virtual dashboard described in this chapter was developed according to the
data model of these surveys.

4.3. Importing the data and binding it to the model

For the purpose of the demonstration, the data were obtained as “Excel Work-
book” and “Text/CSV”, pre-formed into three different groups simulating three dif-
ferent data sources. Two new tables have been added: “semester” – a list of the codes
and full names of each semester for which there are available records, and “instructor-
course” – a list of the unique pairs of instructor and course. DAX language6 was
used to clean the data and to calculate average grades for a given period.

A metadata model has been built that specifies the relationships between
the different datasets. The possible relations are (1) one-to-one, (2) one-to-many,
(3) many-to-one, and (4) many-to-many. The system provides the ability to define
relationships visually through drag-and-drop functionality.

When imported, some of the object properties are renamed locally. Thus,
complex names and abbreviations get intuitive and easily “understandable” names
for the user. Once named in the model, they retain their new names permanently,
even if the data source is changed. To avoid confusions some of the key attributes
are marked as “hidden” and unavailable for modification. Only attributes accessible
to the user for generating personal drag-and-drop reports are left visible.

4.4. Creating a dashboard and selecting visualizations

According to the eAnalytics model, the virtual dashboard for “Teacher Eval-
uation”, accessible for the manager role provides eight reports to the user. The
visualizations were grouped into four sections/pages, and a start page was added
with instructions what the user should expect from this virtual dashboard and what
the evaluation criteria are applied.

4.5. Creating a virtual dashboard template

To make the developed virtual dashboard reusable but with different data
sources supporting the same format and data model, the system offers the possibility
to create a virtual dashboard template. If the data source is set as a parameter in
this template, the next time the template is opened the user will be asked to select
what data to associate with the template.

6Data Analysis Expressions (DAX) Reference, https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dax

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dax
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Figure 7. Query dependencies in the prototype

In the prototype, the data sources are set as parameters. On startup, the
parameter values are set and all data gets a real path to the corresponding source.
The query dependency model is shown in Figure 7 and it reveals that when the
DataSource_i (i=1, 2, 3) parameters are set to a value, all the data will get a real
path to the corresponding source.

Shared with different system users, this template can also be parameterized by
role to display the appropriate data and visualizations depending on the user’s role
and profile.

4.6. Creating an app and sharing in an online store

The eAnalytics application (eAnalytics_app) was created for the purpose of
the prototype and was published in Power BI apps as it is shown in Figure 8. The
app was shared with certain stakeholders from Sofia University and is available for
downloading and use in their profiles only.

Figure 8. eAnalytics in Power BI apps

After installation, eAnalytics app displays the virtual dashboard with reports
in “Teacher Evaluation” category.

5. Testing the prototype

This section describes the experimental testing of the created eAnalytics pro-
totype in response to Task 7. Two types of tests were conducted: functional tests
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for compliance of the implemented with the set requirements for the prototype and
user tests by applying the “Think aloud protocol” [7].

Real data cannot be used for testing because it contains sensitive information
that cannot be accessed for research purposes. At the same time, so many “artificial”
data corresponding to the real data cannot be generated. For this reason, the pro-
totype was tested in isolation with a real data set that was anonymized. The data
are from surveys in the HSE of a specific faculty of Sofia University “St. Kliment
Ohridski”.

5.1. Preliminary data preparation

Before processing, data were cleaned of incorrect or partially completed records.
Reports generated with LMS data contain sensitive information and for the purposes
of the demonstration de-identification was applied to mask personal data and mini-
mize the risk of inadvertent disclosure of faculty and their information. The open-
source tool Amnesia which follows GDPR guidelines for pseudo-anonymization, was
used. Through it, the link to the original dataset is broken. The identifiers first
name, lsurname, last name, and academic discipline, which in combination or sepa-
rately would help to identify the evaluated teacher, were pseudo-anonymized. Strings
were masked to three characters, only one of which is a letter, so the full name is
represented as “L**J**S**”. Courses were masked to five characters, only three of
which are letters, e.g. “LEK**”. Since by the initials a particular lecturer can again
be identified, all visible letters are further replaced, e.g. A is replaced by B, Y is
replaced by A. “Name”, “Surname” and “Family” hierarchies have been created in
which the replacement rules are clearly defined. These hierarchies were applied to
all datasets to achieve uniformity in coding all occurrences of the same educator. For
teaching disciplines, considering the length of the titles, the option to automatically
create a hierarchy was used.

5.2. Functional testing of the prototype

This section describes the tests performed on the developed eAnalytics func-
tionalities: (1) opening a virtual dashboard template and configuring it to work with
real data sources, (2) testing a ready-to-use virtual dashboard, and (3) creating a
custom virtual dashboard.

Virtual dashboard template testing

When the template was opened, a dialog box first appeared (Figure 9) prompt-
ing the user to select (or enter a web address of) real data sources to be visualized
in the virtual dashboard.

In the tested template, the user was facilitated to directly select them from a
drop-down list. Data prepared for the purpose of the experiment (cleaned, anonym-
ized and completed as described above) were passed, and the virtual dashboard
loaded successfully.
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Figure 9. Selecting data sources to display the template

Figure 10. Virtual dashboard “Teacher Evaluation”

The initial screen (Figure 10) was shown first, describing the period under
analysis, the criteria for assessing student opinion and the types of reports provided,
with links to more detailed presentation.

By following the links or navigation between the pages, all sections of the virtual
dashboard were visited and analyzed.

Ready-to-use virtual dashboard testing

The ready-to-use virtual dashboard, published as an application in online store,
was tested by a registered Sofia University user of the Power BI service, with whom
it had previously been shared. The app was accessed (1) via a URL link provided
upon sharing, (2) by scanning a QR code, and (3) by searching for its name “eAna-
lytics_app” in the Power BI apps online store as it is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 11. eAnalytics as an application

The application is downloaded to the user’s account, installed and available for
online use at any time by computer or mobile device (Figure 11).

Personalized dashboard testing

eAnalytics was shared with a test user with editable permissions. This user
was able to create own personal analytics with custom visualizations using provided
data. The user created a new report in which (1) marked to use data on the number
of faculty with different average evaluation scores for all analysed semesters, (2) se-
lected a pie chart as the visual object, (3) customized the visualization settings
and illustrated the proportion of all faculty according to their value for the entire
analyzed period (Figure 12).

From all the performed tests it can be concluded that the implemented func-
tionalities of the prototype work as intended in the prototype.

Figure 12. Testing the creation of a personalized dashboard
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5.3. User tests with “Think Aloud” protocol

User tests were conducted with a “Think Aloud” protocol. It is a common
cognitive method for testing the usability of software in which users speak aloud
each thought, feeling, or idea as they perform a series of given tasks. An observer
records each opinion expressed or action performed without any intervention. This
method has been used successfully in a number of validation and testing studies,
including the Share.TEC project [13,14].

In this type of testing of eAnalytics were involved ten experts from the Faculty
of Mathematics and Informatics of Sofia University who declared they have been
actively using LMS in their work for more than ten years. One of them is a member
of the faculty attestation committee. The application was shared from the Power BI
online store with them in advance and each participant had to complete the following
list of tasks to test the web and mobile version:

1. Find and download the eAnalytics app from the online store.

2. Launch the application.

3. Browse all pages, view the suggested analytics and use the navigation.

4. Switch between the different types of visualizations available for the same
analytics.

5. Finding the highest and lowest faculty member’s grade for each of the five
semesters displayed. (Without specifying which report to search for informa-
tion.)

6. Retrieve three different lists of lecturers: with unsatisfactory, satisfactory and
positive attestation for a randomly selected semester. (Without specifying
which report to use for information.)

Each participant was instructed to share aloud any thoughts that occurred to
him or her while completing the assigned tasks.

Results of observation

The first and second tasks were done very quickly. Navigation was found easy
and intuitive, and switching between the different visualizations was apparently and
logical. Tasks 5 and 6 were completed with ease. The only comment was related to
the explicit display of the download button, not only when the object is in focus,
i.e. the mouse is over it.

First impressions were expressed with positive enthusiasm like “Oh, perfect,
this will be very useful for managers!”, “Wow, the interface is adapted for users
with special needs!”, “The idea with the colors is very good, you do not need to
look at the numbers to orient yourself!”, “Oh, this is very useful too!”, etc. After
the initial euphoria, a more critical evaluation and list of recommendations was
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suggested. Some of the proposed interface-related modifications have already been
implemented.

One of the experts, using LMS in the role of manager, instinctively started
to interpret the data. He found lecturers whose scores had gradually risen and
concluded that these lecturers had carefully reviewed the feedback from students
and taken on board the recommendations made to them in each subsequent course.

The heat map was identified as the clearest visualization. One of the experts
suggested colour differentiation of the grade ranges to be used in all tabular and
matrix visualizations.

The mobile version was evaluated as more intuitive, easier to use and with a
better design.

Testing of the prototype shows experimentally that big data, statistics and
graphic visualization of the data speed up the perception of the data many times
and enable the participants in education to answer at least some of the questions
asked at the beginning.

6. Conclusions and future works

The research studies the possibilities of increasing the efficiency of learning,
teaching and learning management processes by using modern methods for visu-
alization of learning analytics. Its goal is to design a LA visualization system
that, through appropriate visualizations, supports learners, teachers and managers
of learning institutions to make the right decisions at the right time.

The described LA visualization system will continue to be developed in several
directions.

First, it is based on a survey of what learning analytics visualization experts find
useful and necessary. For some of these reports, learning systems collect and store
enough data to be implemented. For other reports, additional planning is needed
on the one hand what data to collect, on the other hand how, by what means.

Another study on the use of advanced data visualization methods is to be
conducted. The latest big data visualization methods applied to LA will be presented
in a real-world environment so that respondents can better appreciate the bene–fits
and challenges of each one. Visualizations programmed in R and Python will also be
added, which greatly increases the methods for data presentation and customization.
The current version of eAnalytics will be used as a base for this study.

Given the sensitivity of the data in the LMS that is processed and visualized in
the learning analytics, one of the directions for further development of eAnalitics is
to add a local server for the university to host all the virtual dashboards. Thanks to
it, the data processed and visualized by eAnalytics will not leave the Sofia University
network. Their sharing will be with users from the university itself or, in the case of
external users, secure protocols will be used to ensure data security and protection.
A ‘gateway’ application will be added to the server to allow data to be kept on
campus even when a virtual dashboard is published to the cloud. In addition, a
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service will be added to embed the eAnalytics virtual dashboards within the SU
systems.

Modern big data processing and image visualization technologies are constantly
evolving. The requirements for the LMS are constantly increasing, new function-
alities are developed, more and more data are collected. Expectations for learning
analytics visualizations will also grow. To be useful, eAnalytics will be keep up-to-
date to meet the requirements of its users: educators, students and managers.
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